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clinics were a prime development of the previous period, so
that of the new decade was the group health association and
the hospitalization plan. Unlike the obligatory insurance
systems of several European nations, this plan operated with-
in the frame of private enterprise, costing the subscriber a
fixed sum (averaging about twelve dollars a year for hospital
care alone and from two to three times that sum for com-
plete health coverage) which assured him free service when-
ever the need arose and similar care for his dependents at
cost. At the threshold of this era not more than half a dozen
hospitals in the country offered group insurance schemes, but
after the American Hospital Association indorsed the prin-
ciple in February, 1933, a new day began* By 1-938 the plan
had spread to about sixty cities, enrolling some three million
subscribers*
Hospitalization schemes like the popular Blue Cross usu-
ally met less professional hostility than did the activities of
group medicine* Of the latter type were the thriving and
efficient Ross-Loos clinic in metropolitan Los Angeles, started
in 1929 by request of some municipal employees, and the
Group Health Association in Washington, established in
1937 on a still more cooperative plan at the urging of Federal
Home Loan Bank employees, whose foes in the American
Medical Association were declared by Assistant Attorney-
General Thurman Arnold to be violators of the Sherman
act by their attempted restraint of a wholly lawful "trade/*
On the edge of the Oklahoma Dust Bowl a flourishing coop-
erative hospital found its stoutest defender in the Farmers*
Union* In 1936 the Cooperative League* headed by the sur-
geon James P. Warbasse, set up a Bureau of Cooperative
Medicine in Manhattan to advise health cooperatives all over
the nation* Before the end of this era it reported over a
hundred organizations at work*
Whether for medical care or daily bread, the cooperative
idea advanced rapidly in this decade after some slowing down
in the twenties. Thrift, planning and communal endeavor

